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ABSTRACT 

In recent times video productions have been used as an effective 

sales tool. Moving pictures, like those that video provides. are an 

effective way to communicate in a quickly growing business market. 

With a video a company is able to reach and approach clients more 

effectively, because they can present information wruch is attractive to 

people. 

We have seen over the last decade that the use of technology has 

invaded every market, including the education market. It is common to 

see how the business community within the education center has been 

quick to embrace video for many different purposes-one of which is to 

enroll more students. 

Virtually every university or college in The United States has 

developed a video in which they try to renect a ll the advantages and 

benefits new students can find once they are enrolled in the institution. 

This thes is wili focus in the idea to create a promotional video 

regarding Lindenwood Univers ity. We will present the reasons vvhy we 

believe Lindenwood University should have a well-strucn1red video. 



Moreover. we wiJJ intend discuss quotes that have some similarity or 

discrepancy with our research in order to g ive authenticity and 

credibility to our Culminating Project. 

The purpose of the present study is supported in the fact that over 

the last two years Lindenwood University has grown in terms of the 

munber of students enrolJed. It is therefore important for the n iversity 

to display a solid image which will be reinforced through our video. 

The ideas included in the video were previously analyzed taking 

m consideration bow the current promotional video presents the 

univers ity' s image. We included in our video some important elements 

that were ignored in the current video such as, interviews wi th s tudents 

and deans of the school. 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

Comn1unication is an exchange of information between people. 

Infonnation alone does not involve an exchange; it is simply the act of 

providing someone with data. a one-way flow. When we establish 

communication we are really attempting to influence another person 

with our ideas. Most of the time, we are trying to change or mold that 

person's attitude about something, so that it becomes congruent with our 

own ideas. We must make communication and attitude fom,ation into a 

continuous process. 

Statement of Purpose 

A video can be purely informational, or it can have a distinct point 

of view and be a vehjcle of commu.njcation, through which we try to 

express specific ideas of what we want others to learn about a certain 

topic. Moving p icture is a process of communication that uses 

electronically reproduced moving images, speech, sound effect, and 

music. It is also an industry that uses comp I icated equipment, expensive 

facilities, and vast amounts of human effort to produce and distribute 

programs. 



Video, a moving picture medium, takes many forms, ranging from 

expensive network productions to simp le conswner recordi_ogs of a 

chi ld's birthday party. Its purposes include documentation of important 

events, instrnction, persuasion, and aiiistic expression. 

ln recent times video productions have been used as an effective 

sales tool. Moving pictures, like those that vjdeo provides, are an 

effective way to communicate in a quickly growing business market. 

With a video a company is able to reach and approach clients more 

effectively, because they can present information which it is attractive to 

people. 

1n fact, research analysts have fowJd that moving pictures are five 

times more effective in closing sales than printed brochures, because 

"the visual impact of television holds the viewer's attention more 

effectively than printed materiaL lectures and demonstrations. or even 

print and face to face used together" (Deger 20). Coupled with this, the 

video action accompanied by color and sound involves the viewer in 

what is happening or what is being said. 

Videos are also a valuable part of any company's training 

program. For example, with a video, information cai1 be presented to 

employees consistently, no matter who is giving the presentation. 

Techniques, procedures, and company policies are emphasized through 
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the power of motion pictures, making it easier for employees to 

remember and review v ita l i_nfom1ation. \Vith a video companies do not 

have to wony about having a person present when promoting a service 

or company. They can simply send a video to those interested. This way, 

promotionaJ videos save time and ctistance when used as a sales tool. 

Video production is only one of the methods that can be used to 

present information. Before motion pictures were avai I able, colleges 

and universities used other forms of visual communications like pictures 

in catalogs, slides, visual presentations, etc., to present messages to 

audiences with effective results. These non-video methods of presenting 

information are, together with video, what create today' s communication 

mix. Each of these alternative ways of presenting moving pictw·e singles 

out a particular audience, presentation, and message. 

American colleges and universities have been forced to adopt 

aggressive marketing and recruitment practices. One of the most often

applied communication techniques is the production and distribution of 

image or recruitment videotapes. or video brochures. 

Today, the use of technology has invaded every market, including 

the education market. It is common to see how the business community 

within the education sector has been quick to embrace video for many 

different purposes - one of which is to enroll more students. 
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Virtually everyone has heard of the saying "A picture is worth a 

thousand words." Well, if a still p icture is worth a thousand words, 

consider the fact that a video is made up of 30 picrures per second - this 

amounts to a lot of words. However. even though a video may "contain" 

a vast amount of words, they do not mean much unless they are carefu 11 y 

planned and executed. 

Video has an overall effectiveness in visual rheto,ical power and 

message retention. Results of a research to determine the effectiveness of 

College Image/Recruitment presented at the Joint Meeting of the 

Southern States Communication Association in New York in the year 

1993, show that videos tend to foUow similar content and sequential 

patterns. Additionally, the visual messages presented in the beginning of 

a v ideo have the highest level of student message retention, and play the 

largest role in influencing a student's choice of university. 

In today's educational market, virtually every university or 

college in the United States has developed a v ideo in which they try to 

reflect all the advantages and benefits new students can find once they 

are enrolled in the institution. The idea to produce a promotional video is 

useful and profitable when an educational institution desires to reach its 

largest possible audience. V ideotapes can be sent by mail to attract new 

students throughout the United States, or from other countries. 
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The use of selectively produced videotapes as image-building and 

student-recruitment mechanisms has been gaining momentum in the 

United States througbout tbe past decade (Roehr l). This marketing 

tool's development is primarily due to its domestic accessibi li ty. 

CmTently, around 90 percent of US households own, and know how to 

operate, a video cassette recorder. 

For a □umber of years schools, colleges, and univers ities have 

been interested in using video that extol their virtues. Since the mid

l 980's, institutions of higher education have essentially been forced to 

enter the electronic age. and promote themselves through the 

contemporary communications tools. such as videotapes. 

In the specific case of Lindenwood University, we bave seen how 

for the past couple of years this institution has grown significantly in 

terms of the number of students enrolled. New international students and 

students from across the vastness of the United States are interested in 

applying to Lindenwood University. 

This means that Lindenwood needs alternative ways to diffuse 

and enhance its image - especially if they are trying to appeal to 

international students. In this sense, video represent one of the most 

effective venues through which Lindenwood niversity can disseminate 

positive information about itself. 
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Taking the power associated with the medium of video into 

consideration, we decided to produce a promotional video, to be used as 

a potential way to infom1 new students about Lindenwood U ni versity. 

Our target aucLience wi ll be American as well as international students. 

Furthermore, we are convinced of the fact that video represents an 

excellent way to offer vast quantities of information in a relatively short 

span of time. This can be done in a way that is very effective, while still 

ente1iaining. The cost of producing a promotional video is small, 

compared with the benefit and durability this product has as a marketing 

tool. 

Television has been used for decades to deliver instructional 

programming. Until relatively recent times. the use of the television 

medium has required expensive. centralized production and broadcast 

facilities that not only absorb enormous resources. but control 

programming content and viewing schedules as well. As broadcast 

television hardware evolved during the 1970 ' s and 1980's. a new video 

technology emerged that no longer required masses of immovable, 

vi.rtua1ly unaffordable equipment. Small videotape formats and 

tremendous advances in electronics produced a technology that became 

inexpensive, pmiable, simple. and reliable. A basic consumer-level 
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camcorder, curTently selling for less than $ 1,000, produces images 

superior to the $10,000 industrial video camera of a decade ago. 

The cornbination of substantially reduced prices and simplified 

equipment operation has opened up the application of video production 

to a group of people previously unable to access this technology. We 

refer in tbjs point to the changes that video teclu1ology has brought in 

education, and other fields. 

Murray (1988) talks about the changes in educational televis ion 

during the past decade as the transition from broadcast television to the 

video age. This alJ came about because people desired greater control 

over the use of this mediw11. Educators, tTaine.rs. and dealers no longer 

need to stand on the production sidelines while the television 

professional controls the medium. Video technology is evolving along 

the same path that the computers did when control of computing power 

shifted from resources hungry central au thorities operating expensive 

mainframe computers, to the individual freedom of autonomous personal 

computers. V ideocassette recorders are now not only present in most 

American homes, but they have begun to permeate the developing world 

as well. 

A variety of people in developing countries have already 

successfully produced videotaped programs illustrating their needs and 
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theiT successes. Stuart (1987) provides examples of grassroots video 

production to address the needs of specific populations in developing 

countries. Farmers in China, for example. produced a series of 

videotapes that helped fa1n1ers in Guyana produce natural gas from fam1 

waste. [n another example, a rural woman 's literacy project in Ma li 

produced video programs on infant nutrition, childcare, and agricu lturaJ 

practices. Women in small villages became more receptive to tbe project 

when they viewed videotapes of a woman's cooperative in another 

village and "saw it was their reality." 

This illustrates the greatest power of video technology - that of 

being able to show people the reality of others living. working. and 

learning in a similar environment. Even in less developed areas of the 

United States. Native Americans such as the Hopi in Arizona. the Ute in 

Utah, and the Creek Nation in Oklahoma are successfu.lly using video 

production as an extension of oral traditions to help preserve their varied 

cultures (Weatherford 1990). 

There are a number of reasons that educators, dealers. and 

companies should fmd video attractive. McLellan lists several 

advantages of video produced for development needs: 

1 . Ease of operation. 

2. Instantaneous Feedback. 
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3. Ease of recycling and distributing videotapes. 

4. Production values are less important for local as opposed to 

broadcast use. 

5. Material can easily be adjusted to viewer needs. 

6. Local language can be used to facilitate communication (5). 

The general idea behind a collegiate recruitment tape is to give 

prospective students information about the respective instinition, provide 

a view of the campus and student life, and peak interest in attending the 

college. 

Ow· intention is create a video that gives a simple profile of 

Lindenwood Unjversity. We wilJ describe the unique features of this 

institution a□d its programs, including the number of students enrolled, 

special programs, activ ities, philosophy, and so on. Moreover, we wil l 

try to emphasize some aspects that can provide prospective students with 

an introduction to the friendliness that L indenwood University hopes 

they encounter on campus. 

This promotional video should point to the different career related 

studies the university offeTS students. Often the best way to gather and 

present information in a video format is through the use of one or several 

interviews. The interv iew device is especially useful in instances when 

an expert on a specific topic best presents information. 
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Taking this into consideration we wiJJ attempt to gather 

information through jnterviews with the various deans of the different 

schools, who can offer deta iled information on the academic programs 

offered by their various schools. However, in order to avo id our 

audience becoming bored, we will incorporate into ow· strategy the 

"MTV Syndrome", which 1s going to be explained in the fo llowing 

pages. 

It 1s important for the video to enhance that Lindenwood 

University is an educative institution with the main goal of preparing 

students for the transition to adulthood. The institution also prides itself 

on its capability to help students determine their fie ld of study, and 

develop the ski lls and tbe self-confidence necessary to subsequently 

accomplish their goals. In order to achieve this, it is essential to bring 

forward that the vigorous academic programs at Lindenwood Un_ivers ity 

encourage students to work at their highest levels. 

One of the most efficient ways to get a complete image across to 

required audiences is for the university is to promote itse lf. preferably in 

a wide variety of manners. 1n this sense. if Li.ndenwood fails to employ 

means of self-promotion the institution will be at a disad antage. 

Perceived image is the key here. People who have seen or experienced 
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only one kind of Linden wood program wi 11 assume that this represents 

the extent of what is offered by this institution. 

For example, let us suppose that although LiJ1denwood LJ njversity 

offers undergraduate as well as graduate c lasses, the public has little or 

no knowledge of the fact that Lindenwood University offers the latter 

kind of education. It follows that they will associate Lindenwood 

University with merely undergraduate classes. This represents a s ituation 

in wh_ich self-promotion by Lindenwood can alter the public's perception 

or create a new public image of the institution. such an effort is 

especially relevant with the recent change from college to university 

status. 

In September of the current year ( 1997) Lindenwood acquired 

university status. which g ives it more prestige in the public eyes. enough 

reason to the increase public awareness of what the institution is 

presently doing, and what it is aiming for in the near future. This can be 

done effectively and efficiently through self-promotion. 

According to the book The Art and Business of Creative Self

Promotion, the publicity is to value an organization includes: 

"-Establishing, change. or enhancing its image; 

-Positioning the organization in the creative marketplace and/or 

-Developing new business contacts" (Herring & Fulton 9). 
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The first, and most important, task we have to do is to precisely 

define what Lindenwood aLms to accomplish with its self-promotion. 

The objectives are to create a new image, recruit and educate a larger 

student body , make the public aware d1at Lindenwood has acquired the 

status of a University. We need to focus on all these aspects in order to 

accomplish the self-promotion of Lindenwood Univers ity. 

It is important to define the "whys" and "whats" of ow· project: 

Why we are doing it, and What we expect it to accomplish. 

WHY: Shrinking student enroJlments and reJated state funding 

cutbacks have created a highly competitive recru iting environment 

within the United States. These elements have forced adm inistrators to 

develop aggressive market1J1g strategies for the promotion of their 

educational and social products. 

Moreover, the importance of college and university administrators 

as a potential tool to be used for targeting the.ir shrinking audiences and 

retaining traditional shtdent populations has increased. The anticipated 

benefits of videos, and their visually dominant messages. is supported by 

research that suggests a better retention of visual elements as compared 

to audio messages, and that video is especially appealing to young 

people (Hunt and Carter, 1986, Landers, 1986, V u1ocur. 1990). 
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The unique vantage point held by marketing through video is the 

following: Once a video is p laying, it captivates its audience. Viewers 

are focused upon nothing but the video's messages until the video is 

over. There are no other channels or viewing options to choose, until 

the viewer consciously turns the VCR off or the video has concluded. 

Since most video viewing takes place because of the viewer' s desire to 

watch the content of a tape. there is a greater likelihood that the image 

portrayed by the video will be allowed to make its full impact. 

WHAT: with our self-promotion video we want to accomplish a 

set of different goals, such as: 

-Estab]isb and/or deve·lop Lindenwood's image. 

-Change the current perceived image of L indenwood University. 

-Attract more students from across the United States. 

-Attract new students from across the world. 

-Expand Lindenwood beyond its current frontiers. 

-Promote Lindenwood as an educational center at univers ity level. 

Lindenwood's current video does not contain enough .information ... 

about the different career training paths offered by the university. We 

think it would be very useful to expand the ideo 's discussion regarding 

the vaiious majors ava.ilable to students. This information has a 

significant impact on a potential student 's choice of what institution to 
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apply to. Again, we intend to interview a number of the deans of the 

various schools in order to provide this data. 

Due to obvious limitat i.ons, we cannot interview every i_nd ividual 

dean of the university. We therefore intend to select the schools with the 

most significant number of students registered, and interviev,' their 

respective deans. 

In these interviews, more emphasis wiJJ be placed on the different 

career related studies available for undergraduate and graduate students. 

Th is is an area potential students would like to hear more about in order 

to decide whether this unjversity best serves as their educational center. 

We also intend to include the student opinions about the academic 

program in which they are enrolled. as well as students' opin ions 

regarding the social life on and around campus. This information is 

particularly useful for international students, who typically have no 

choice but to live on campus. Accordingly, international students have a 

special interest in information regarding the housing conditions provided 

by Lindenwood University. We intend to portray the in terior and exterior 

of dorms in order for students to obtain an idea of housing conditions at 

this university. 

This promotional video would also include information on 

various social activities students can get involved in. such a theatre. 
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sports teams, art, music, dance, sororities, and fraternities. This would 

show interested apphcants the wide array of life styles they have the 

abi li ty to carry out while attending this university. We wi ll inc lude 

interviews with students in order for them to offer their points of view on 

this issue 

We feel it .i s of significance to discuss in somewhat greater depth 

the location of the various facilities Liadeuwood University has to offeT. 

Tbi.s would include references to the metropolitan St. Louis area - the 

main campus being located a mere twenty-minute drive from downtown 

St. Louis. St. Louis offers several tourist attractions, such as the famous 

Gateway Arch, the mighty Mississippi river, the Art Museum, the St. 

Louis Zoo, the Botanical Garden, the Science Center. etc. We further 

intend to discuss the city of St. Chru·les. including its own tourist 

attractions. We believe that iI by portraying these aspects on the video. 

they could help to persuade viewers to consider an educational career at 

Lindenwood University, not to mention making the video a bit more 

in teresting and visually compelling. 

In a few words. we will focus our promotional or recru itment 

video on eight marn categories: testimonials, sh1dent-professor 

interactions, campus/building/town aesthetics, text, varsity athletics, 

student activities, academic symbols, and programs. According to some 
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of the recruitment videos that we have studied, it is vital to project the 

student-professor interaction. student activities, and the programs that 

are the most s ignificant, in order to have the desired effect on 

prospective students. 

Researchers often mention the usefu lness and the profile of the 

"MTV Syndrome," which suggests that videos should at least pa1tial ly 

rely on fast paced scene changes and have a total running time between 

six to eight minute long. 

Accepting the MTV Syndrome, as a reality with the target 

audience, we intend to use this in a strategic way. A □ umber of fast shots 

will be coupled with appropriate music, in order stir greater interest 

among viewers and avoid the ever-possib le sense of boredom when 

watcning a promotional video. 

In order to achieve effectiveness. ow- promotional video must 

motivate our target audience - in this case American as well as 

international students - to discover more about the institution and the 

services this university offers. It must arouse students' interest. while at 

the same time give them confidence in the university and its services. To 

do this effectively. our video must be based on a sound. creative script. It 

must further contain captivating images about the institution. and be 

professionally edited. This wil l not only incite the desired emotional 
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response in the viewer, it will also effectiveJy describe the characteristics 

of the unjversity itself. 

The production process includes a number of steps we need 

complete before production can be commenced. GeneralJy speaking, the 

production process can be divided into three main phases: pre

production, production, and post-production. 

In the pre-production phase, we will dev elop the initial idea of 

what we are looking to produce, define the type of audience, and 

subsequently select the people and televis ion equipment necessary i.n 

order to translate our initial idea into a v ideo. 

Toe production phase involves the operation and coordination of 

the visual and audjo images into the video or program we are producing. 

Tbe post-production, lastJy, includes selecting the best program 

bits, enhancing their picture and sound quality if necessary. and then 

assembling them in a coherent manner. For large programs that require a 

great deal of editing, this is the phase that wi ll take the longest time. 

Our first priority when producing this video is to develop the 

initial idea, and then move directly to what (ideally) we want the viewers 

to learn, feel, or do. This is the main objective when producing a 

promotional video. To fully understand how to best estabLish close 

contact with the target audience and convince them to accept the 
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institution we are promoting. we first have to learn bow the public 

perceives the reality of Lindenwood University, and how this perceived 

reality affects them. 

Herbert Zettl talks about the effect to cause of the production 

model. This model suggests that the first thing we have to do is to move 

from ow· basic idea to the effects desired on our viewers. The intended 

effect is the response we want from om audience. This step is called the 

defined process message. After we have ow- process message defined, 

we do our backup and decide on the mectium requirements necessary to 

produce the cause of the process message. Then the actual process 

message moves through the phases of production and is de livered to the 

target audience. The success of the production depends on matching the 

defined process message with the actual process message. 

As we can see. the effect to cause model discusses fo ur disli.ncl 

steps: " 1. move from the basic idea to the defined process message; 2. 

determine which are the medium requirements necessary to produce the 

effect; 3. to take the actual process message through the production 

phases; and finally, 4. to evaluate the actual effect and to see to what 

extent the defined process message and the actual process message 

overlap" (Zetll 8). 



► 

The process message will give us a clue or idea as to what 

facilities and people we need in order to translate the basic idea into a□ 

actual video program. An effective production process depends on a 

fairly clear idea of what we want to communicate to our target audience. 

Before one produces a video it is very impmtant to fully develop a 

clear idea of what we really want to show to our audience, and how we 

can best approach them in order to achieve maximum desired influence. 

For our project, the basic idea is to show the image of 

Lindenwood University as a center of higher education. The defined 

process message is to obtain a closer connection with our target 

audiences (American and international students). and to persuade them 

of Lindenwood' s capabilities as an educational center able to sa6sfy the 

every educational need of its students. 

The third step wi ll involve development of the script and audience 

analysis. We fw.ther need to analyze what equipment will be necessary 

to carry out production. This includes cameras. lighting, sound, 

videotape recorders, and editing equipment. finally. our real effect will 

be to convince our audiences to choose Lindenwood University a their 

educational center. 

The production process requires a continuous evaluation of each 

of the steps. We cannot wait Lmtil the end of ow· production process to 
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determine whether our product is up to par. Rathe r, we need to 

repeatedly check every major phase during the production to see whether 

we can proceed to the next step, or whether we must back up to improve 

the previous one. "This procedure is called formative evaluation. which 

refers to evaluate each production phase while the production is in 

progress" (Zetll 13). 

Advertising plays an i111p01tant role in th e process of making a 

promotional video. When constructing a promotional video, advertising 

objectives have to be set. "The advertising objectives should be based on 

an understanding of tbe customer or prospect and on w hat must be 

communicated" (Arens 202). 

The firs t objective should be to instill awareness among the 

viewers by acquainting peop le with the company, product, serv ice. or 

brand. The next objective is to develop comprehension in order to 

communicate enough infom,ation. ensuring that some percentage of the 

aware group recognize the product's purpose, image or position. and 

perhaps some of its features. 

To effectiv ely use advertising in our video we have to 

communicate enough information to develop a conviction. The intention 

is to persuade our target audience to believe that Lindenwood Un iversity 

is the most suitable educational center for them. Thus, of those who 
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become convinced, some may be moved to enroll at Lindenwood. 

Finally, some of those desiring to be enrolled at Lindenwood will take 

action in an effort to obtain acl.mittance at Lindenwood. 

Over time, as an educational facility uses advertis ing, the number 

of people who are aware of the institution will inevitable increase. 

Correspondingly, as more people understand what services an 

educational institution is able to offer them, the number of people who 

believe in the institution, desire to attend, and take actions to be part of 

its student population will increase. 

Advertising objectives declare where we want to be with respect 

to target-audience awareness, attitude, and preference. Regard ing this 

point we need to describe the advertising strategy in order to u11derstand 

bow to get the attention of our audience. 

The advertising strategy refers to the elements of the creative mix, 

which are " target audience, product concept, communication media, and 

advertising message." Each of these e lements should be clearly defined 

in order to accon1pLish our advertising goal. 

Ow· promotional video about Lindenwood Univers ity will attempt 

to accomplish all these purposes. AlJ the information and images 

presented in this video can arouse possible avenues tov,ard improving its 

overall commw1.ication. Coupled with this, the university 's image will be 
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reinforced, student recmitment will be increased, and popularity will be 

expanded. 

There is no doubt a promotional or recruitment video can change 

the perspectives that future prospective students have about any college 

or university. 

We trust that our video wi ll be useful to promote Lindenwood 

University anywhere in the United States as wel l as beyond its borders. 

Furthermore, our v ideo will be evidence of the effectiveness of this 

contemporary communication tool in terms of recruiting students or 

promoting an institutional image. 
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Cbapter TI 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In tliis chapter, our mam purpose 1s to compare and analyze 

different ideas and quotes that have some s imilarity or discrepancy with 

our research. Mainly. we wi ll intend to discuss those quotes tha t 

support our ideas in order to give authenticity and credibility to oui

Culminating Project. 

Concept of Video 

Duiing our research we found many definitions about what video 

1s. However, the book Understanding and Using V ideo gi,·es us a clear 

and complete definition about the concept video: 

Video tel ls a story quickly. vividly and economically. Video sells 
products, services and intangibles with impact. cons istency and 
polish. Video teaches i.n any learning environment with a 
limitless variety of impact-fi lled presentations and hard-hitting 
' live' demonstrations. Video reaches any audience large or 
small, geographic or demograph ic, general or specific. Video 
shows situations, events or products faster, more economically 
and an unlimited number of times. Video grows to meet new 
challenges with virtually limitless combinations and capabilities 
(Deger 18). 

As we can see, tliis quote is evidence of why we used video to 

promote Lindenwood University. Videotape can present a dynamic, 

persuasive portrait of Linden wood University. The creation of this kind 
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of positive impression through a story about the university is important 

in order to attract new students. 

Moreover, if our intention is to present a story about Linden wood, 

there is no better way to do this than using a video. In today's 

competitive educational world there is a need for a medium that permits 

the sharing of information with motion, color, and sound to a generation 

who identifies more with television than print. 

Advantage to Use Video 

According to the book Video in the 80s, "the generations now 

coming into adulthood have grown up with television and appear better 

able to absorb information through this medium than through traditional 

print formats" (Dranov. Moore, and Hickey 2). 

The International Association of Business Communicators 

supports the quote above stated with these words: '"The visual impact of 

television holds the viewer 's attention more effectively than. printed 

material, lectures and demonstrations, or even print and face-to-face 

used together" (Deger 2). 

Before choosing the idea of creating a video to promote 

Lindenwood University, we wondered over some questions that 

eventuaJly found answers. TI1ese are some of the basic questions that 

were considered: 
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• Is a video the best way to promote Lindenwood University? 

• What are our goals in tem1s of Lindenwood with the creation of this 

video? 

• Wbat are the specific advantages of using video? 

Obviously, the first question was answered with a ·'Yes. it is."' and 

the second question was explained above in chapter 1. However, the 

third one wi ll be discussed in this chapter. In order to avoid the 

emergence of doubts about the advantages of using video. we decided to 

support our ideas with some quotes that were found during our research. 

Video has gained acceptance in an environment of many new 

electronic forms of conm1m1ication (such as, online service. teletext. and 

viewdata) at a time when the transfer of information has become even 

more important than before. Although video is not approp1iate for 

eve1y pw-pose, there is no doubt that in the case of promoting a 

university or recruiting students, the visual element is crucial and video 

is clearly the best alternative. 

The International Association of Business Communicators 

establishes four visual qualities associated with the use of television that 

can add to the impact of videotape recruitment: 

"-Motion, the ability to communicate a subject requiring action, speech, 

drama or emotion. 
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-Sound and color, qualities that heighten the impact of the message, 

interest and motivation of the audience. 

-Mobility, enabling the communicator to e lectronically take an audience 

anywhere men and machine have traveled" (Deger 20-21 ). 

By applying this quote, we can compare how motion, sound, 

color, and mobility fit perfectly into what we want to get with our 

promoting video. Thus, we can communicate with our subject-which 

means promo6ng Lindenwood and recruiting students through the 

video-us ing a simple narrative. but o□e complete and entertaining 

enough to capture the attention of our target audience. 

In addition, it is evi.dent how extremely useful sound and color 

can be to provide a powerful transmiss ion of our message. With the use 

of these e lements, the motivation that we stimulate in our audience will 

determine the success of our video. There is no doubt of the potential 

impact sound and color has over the way the message is received and 

accepted by our target audience. 

On the other hand, portability plays an important role when the 

university needs to spread the infmmation across the Un ited States. or to 

other countries. Definitively. v ideo has the advantage that it can be 

sent by m ail to students who cannot make campus visits. 
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According to Understanding and smg a Video, "Video has cost 

benefits resulting from reductions in travel and use of time. Deli\'erin~ .... 

a message on videotape can be much less expensive than holding a 

meeting or conference requiring travel and lodging for several 

executi.ves. Producing, duplicating and dist1ibut ing a videotape for 

organizations with up to several hundred locations is more cost effective 

than traveling to each facili ty to deliver the message" ( Deger 19). 

Taking this quote into cons ideration it could be a good idea to assess 

whether Lindenwood is able to establish a network for getting videotapes 

to international students-especially nov . as this institurion is expanding 

its frontiers. This network can be a person at a specific si te -who receive 

a copy of the tape and then arranges to show it. Thus. Lindenwood 

would not have to have a person travelling mi les and miles to promote 

the institution. In a few words. if Mohammed will not come to the 

mountain, bring the mountain to Mohammed. 

Lindeowood can bring the video to its audience. 

Or in this case. 

The article ''The Video Volley'', from the magazine Current ga e us a 

targeting idea of how to reach international students: .. Redubbing your 

tape into other languages can extend your reach even fu rther. You can 

send yom tape to individual students (who wi ll be able to share it w ith 
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family members who may not know Eng lish) or show it on foreign

language TV (Rubman & Thieblot 50). 

Definitely. it would not be a bad idea to translate our promoting 

v ideo to different languages, 111 order to get more coverage 

internationally. and thus attract more international students. 

There are other advantages from using video, among these: 

• The sense of being there and sharing in an act ivity - especia lly 

important for prospective students who are away from the univers ity 

and unaware of most things about the institution . Thus, ideo can 

provide students with a clear description of the opportunities and 

expectations of the university avai lable to them. 

• Viewing can be scheduled at the audience's con en1ence. 

• Message can be viewed more than once and portions of messages can 

be emphas ized. 

• "One additional advantage to a video approach is its versatili ty: It can 

be used to reach vast numbers of indi iduals or to guide a small 

group through the latest procedures in graphic design" (Deger 6) 

The general advantages of video have already been noted. These 

include the effectiveness of visual impact, sound. co lor, mobility, 

versatility, scheduling flexibi lity. etc. In many situations, these benefits 

wi ll result in considerable cost savings. 
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The Role Marketing Plays in a Promotio,ia/ Video 

As we have said in the introduction, marketing plays an important 

role in the promotional video because we need to find effective ways of 

selJing the product. The book Film & Video Marketing defines 

marketing as "the strategy employed to find the most effective way to 

get to your audience or buyer" (Wiese 13). 

Arens said that marketing is "the process of planning and 

executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and distributing of ideas, 

goods. and services to create exchanges that satisfy the perceived needs, 

wants, and objectives of individuals and organizations" (Arens 107). 

"Marketing" comes from the word "market." Dictionaries also list 

"bazaar," "carnival," "circus.'' and "fair." Wise refers to the fact that 

marketing also entails "lots of confusion, lots of noise, lots of 

competition, and lots distributing. peddling, retailing, wholesaling, and 

vending"(l3). 1n this way. marketing could be defmed as colorful , 

noisy, memorable way of sell ing our product. 

When canying out a project, focus should not be on the project 

alone. We need to consider how the project fits within the context of the 

industry as a whole. It is not enough to dream up a great film or video. 

We also need to see where it fits in the bigger picture. 
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ln the marketplace several pictures are more or less s imilar. 

Therefore we should do something entirely new so that it can capture 

the attention of the target audience. Regarding this, Wise states that we 

need to think about the question of ''Who do you want to be? Wbat kind 

of supplier of programming do you wish to be? How do you want to be 

perceived in the marketplace? in order to be very valuable" (Wiese 22). 

With the answer comes understandiJ1g, a sense of purpose and a greater 

clarity of our own work, and how it fits into the marketplace. 

In order to know who we want to be, Wiese suggests that we need 

to be specific regarding what our goals are. In addition, we have to 

define our target audience, specify how ow- objective relates to the 

publicity campaign, which are the concept requiJ·ement, marketing 

development, and improve the product di_stribution. 

Once we have done this, we will perhaps begin to see ourselves in 

a different light. Wise states that, if we use this approach, we can make 

many adjustments on ow- initial purpose and bring new change to it. 

"Until we step away from ourselves and try to make an honest appraisal, 

it is not always clear to us what ace we have top.lay" (Wiese 25). 

Once we learn what works best, we can identify the primary 

product we want to produce. When the last step is over, we can start to 
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look for the appropriate markets and distributing channels through which 

to deliver the product to its audience. 

How can we effectively commwiicate to an audience so that they 

wil l see it? Regarding this question, Wiese states that we have to reach a 

situation in which all pieces fit. from the product to the distribution 

system to the market itself. '•Without very strong existing distribution 

streams between the communication piece and its intended audience, we 

will be terribly disappointed because the video wi ll be never seen by the 

right audience" (Wiese 27). 

Th.e Role of Advertising and Public Relation 

Ln order to promote a video we have to look for some type of 

promotion as a way of reaching the target audience effectively. Schu ltz 

and other authors state in regards to this point. that the advertis ing and 

public relations are two types of promotion which '·generally affect tbe 

awareness, the information gathering, and perhaps the eva luation stages 

for new product, as consumers learn more about products" (Schultz 4). 

The advertising and public relations are communicatjon tools which 

can be used as means of increasing sales, and disseminating information 

about the institution or product in question. The advertising and public 

relations are usually perceived as investments, with sales occurring at 

some undetermined point in the future. "These kind of promotion can 
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show results in a period of time no longer, inclusive wi thin days or even 

hours" (Schultz 2). 

The first main role of the advertiser is to determine the interests 

and needs of the specific target audience. When we are making a 

production "we must stat1 with a clear understanding o f the needs and 

interests of our target audience in order to be successful" (Te levision 

Production-Captw·ing and Holding Viewer Attention. p. 2). Target 

audience is the te1n1 used to indicate the specific segment of a po tential 

audience we are aiming at. By knowing the target audience. we may 

deliver the right message to the right people. 

The first function of a public-relations practitioner is preparing an 

overall pubLic-relations program for the entire organization. "The public 

relation person must constantly monitor. measure. and analyze changes 

in public re lation attitudes and opinion toward the organization" (Arens 

457). 

When public relation activities are used as a marketing tool. the 

term " marketing public re lations"' i o ften used. In support of marketing. 

public relations activ ities can raise "awareness, inf01111 and educate. raise 

understanding, bui ld trust, make friends. give people reasons or 

pe rm_ission to buy, and create a climate of consumer acceptance" (Arens 

457). 
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In an integrated marketing communications program, advertising 

and marketing public relation should be closely coordinated in order to 

maintain good feedback o f the tasks done, and improve the sen ice or 

product that is promoted. 

Today, Public relation has become a ·'management discip line that 

encompasses a wide range of activities, from marketing and advertis ing 

to investor relat ion and government affairs'· (Arens 458). 

The Public Relation Department could gain feedback from their 

customers through opinion sampling such as "phone interview, focus 

group, analysis of incoming mail, and field report" (Arens 456). This 

could be one of the best ways to get to know the needs of people. as , e ll 

as what they think about the promoted product. 

To be able to conduct promotion activities effect ively. it is helprul 

for the marketer to first answer the following questions: 

I . who are the customers we want to reach? A large percentage of 
traditional marketing activities are oriented toward segmenting 
consumers into relevant groups and determining the appropriate 
message to be used to target each group. fn other hand. we have to 
specify the target audience by demographics. psycho-graphics. 
and other personal characteristic. 
2. What are the reasons for that behavior? It is very important to 
know why the consumers behave the way they do, because this 
may affect whether - and by how much - they will be influenced 
by a particular promotion program. 
3. What is the goal o f the program? There are many reason why 
self promotion is used and this need to be considered in the 
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planning process in order to deliver a right m essage to the right 
people (Schultz 9). 

It is very important to answer each one of these questions in order 

to be clear of what we should portray in our promotional video to 

convince the target audience with our message. If we specify each of 

these aspects, it may be easier for us to elaborate the right message to the 

right people. 

In order to be successful with our project, we need to know the 

needs of people, who the audience that we want to reach is, and what our 

objectives are. 

The success of our production is heavily dependent upon the 

process of production paperwork, which conta ins the di fferent aspects of 

preparation and planning for the production. Planning on paper and 

communicating those plans in a clear manner to recipients usua lly leads 

to successful production. 

The paperwork varies from one setting to another depending on 

the kind of production that is desired. The paperwork includes the 

proposal, the content of the production. style, and description of the 

target audience and the budget. 

The proposal is a brief description of the program ' s purpose. It 

should be clear and simple. "The purpose statement should identify 
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exactly what an audience shou ld be able to do after v1ew111g the 

program" (Breyer 28 I). The content should contain a brief description of 

what the viewer will see and hear. and in what order once the program is 

completed. The style is a way to describe the intended program into a 

program- or film-category, such as •·journalist documentary. mus ic 

video, quiz show, etc" (Breyer 282). 

The target audience should be defined as clearly as possible. "For 

broadcast programs, the target audience is usually described in terms of 

broad demographics (early teens, young mother. males over th irty-nine)" 

(Breyer 280). 

Finally, the budget should be a statement of the anticipated needs 

for the production. "There might be four categories of needs to address: 

money, time, facilities and people" (Buyer 282). If we use paperwork for 

our production we can develop a clear vision of our needs and our main 

intention for the project. This could be catalogued as a guide for 

performing a good job. 

Video-Production Process 

When we decided to create a video to promote Lindenwood. one 

of the most important steps we followed was defining the message. 

"Deciding what the message is can be one of the most difficult stages in 

the process because it so often gets confused with the creati e idea. 
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You need to make clear what you want the audience to know and do. as 

well as what they want to know and do" (Degel 62). 

Our frrst goal was establish the fact that our video would be used 

to promote Lindenwood University, and at the same time recruit 

students. We determined that to achieve this, we would have to inform 

our audience in order to persuade them to take action due to our 

message. 

According to the book Understanding and Using video "There are 

three categories of messages that you might want to deliver to an 

audience: First. iJ1fonnation that an audience has a 'need to know.' 

Second, information in which audience members expressed interest or 

'want to lmow. ' Third information that is ' nice to know' that is not 

essential to the performance of a job or crucial to a decision by your 

audience in meeting the video' s objectives. 

You need to weigh yow· message against your audjence' s needs. 

If the message falls into the ' need to know' category. you can decide 

how much time and attention it requires. If the information is important 

to your auruence, it may wan-ant a special live telecast reaching your 

audience simultaneously at many different locations" (Degel I 59- 160). 

Our video fits into the three categories above mentioned. The 

infmmation that an audjence "needs to know," is conceived in our video 
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by the infonnation deemed important for potential students to know, 

such as what Lindenwood expects from them, the reputation the 

univers ity has. and the compromise that Lindenwood has\.\ ith them. 

The infom1ation that an audience "wants to know." is ba ed i_n the 

information students are interested to know about the university. For 

example, academic programs offered by the univers ity. housing and 

board, etc. The mfonnation tl1at is "nice to know" is defined by the 

infonnation that details toUList p laces in St. Charles and St. Louis. 

Coupled with this , it is "nice to know" about student-campus activities. 

such as sports, clubs and organizations. 

A ll these steps mentioned above are vital to the ongoing operation 

of the video facility. But ultimately. the most important function of a 

v ideo fac ility is the production of videotapes. Therefore, it is essential 

to carefu lly perfom1 the three main steps of the production process: Pre

production, Production. and Editing. 

According to the book Regarding Television, "f p ]erhaps the most 

time-consuming of aU activities are those related 10 pre-production . 

That shouldn t surprise anyone considering that here tbe project 1s 

defined, shaped, planned. budgeted and coordinated'' (Kaplan I 09). 

Undoubtedly, the pre-production process wiJI take us a long ti_me. 

We pondered several ideas in order to assure a successful beg inning. We 
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spent long hours trying to organize a coherent outline or our promotional 

video. 

1n the pre-product ion phase many questions came to u , among 

these: How much do potential audiences already know about 

Lindenwood? ls the promoting video important to Lindenwood? Wbo is 

the specific audience for this videotape? 

Once these and others questions were aL1swered we had a clear 

image of what our potential audience should be. and thus, it was easier to 

address their needs in the video. As our expectations became clearer. 

we realized that our video had more than just one main objective- that 

of promoting Lindenwood University. 

Regarding this, K aplan states that "a program may have several 

secondary objectives"( l 11 ). Accord ingly. we found other objectives, 

such as recruiting more students. expanding Lindenwood beyond its 

current frontiers, and to detai l Lindenwood as an educational center at 

university level, etc. 

Kaplan states that '"[ i]f your needs analysis determines that a 

v ideotape is the best medi um, and you have prepared an objective 

statement that clearly focuses the d irection of the videotape. and the 

investigation of content shows that an infonnative and widely useful tape 

can be prepared, then you are ready for tbe next stage. production" 
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(Kaplan 112). After we analyzed all possible fac tors that could 

determine the success of our video, we were ready to next step: 

Production. 

According to the book Video Basics, "[i]n production you actually 

translate, or encode, the original program idea into a television program. 

Production involves the operation and coordination of production and 

technical people and a variety of production equipment" (Zettl 6). 

In this stage, our ideas that originated in the pre-production phase 

were materialized in sound and color. The interviews and shots of 

Lindenwood, as well as attractions in St. Charles and St Louis were 

filmed. However, all the information had to take shape. In a few words, 

we had to organize all the visual infom1ation to be presented with 

coherence and logical sense .in the video. 

ln order to acbjeve this. we bad to resort to the editing stage. 

Zettl explains the editing purpose in this statement: ''Basica lly, we edit to 

tell a story with clarity and impact. All editing equipment is designed to 

make the selection of shots, and their joining through a variety of 

transitions, as easy and efficient as possible. But whether you work 

with very simple videotape editing equipment or a highly sophisticated 

nonlinear computerized editing system, the functions and basic aesthetic 

principles of editing remain the same" (Zettl 238). 
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[n our case, we used Linden wood ' equipment, which is very 

simple in terms of technology, to edjt our video. Howe er, we were 

carefuUy to take advantage of tb.is. We selected the most important shots 

and most s igruficant event details, and proceeded to put them into a 

specific sequence to tell the story with clari ty and impact. This stage 

posed an ideaJ time to fix production mistakes. to combine progran, 

portions, to select shots that expressed the best essence in our video. etc. 

Finally, after long hours spent in the production process, we were 

able to achie e our main purpose of a culminated project- to gi , ·e birth 

to our promotional video. 
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Chapter Ill 

DISCUSSION 

The general idea behind collegiate recruitment tapes 1s to give 

prospective students information about the respective institution, pro ide 

a view of the campus and student life, and piqur interest in attending the 

college. 

Explanatio11 of the Visual Co11tent 

Ow- proposal was to design a promotional video regarding 

Lindenwood University that could show interested appljcants visual 

information about all the advantages this university can offer them. 

When finally we decided to design the promotional video, our 

first objective was to supply the students with basic information about 

Lindenwood University, such as what programs the university offers, 

what social activities students can participate in, what support programs 

the university offers to the students like fo1ancial aid, work and learn 

study, scholarship, among others. 

We started to compile a large ainotmt of information that could be 

recorded in voice over, and filming all the shots to accompany and 

reinforce this material. Then came the task of ordering facts and 
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footage in a logical sequence. 

complicated editing process. 

In a few words, we started the 

We decided that the video should starts with a sequence of shots 

that move very quickJy with the intention to capture the attention of the 

viewers from the beginning. These shots give us a brief profile of the 

university and show students engaged in social activities. These 

sequence shots are inserted in the fi rst 20 seconds. In order to give 

more impact these shots are complemented by rhythmic sound that we 

selected to accompany the sequence of shots. 

After the beginning, we included a brief introduction about the 

university. There we mentioned where the univers ity is located and 

when it was founded. This information is no longer than 25 seconds in 

order to keep the attention of the viewer. 

For this voice over. we used shots about the un iversity campus in 

which we included a close-up of a sign, which teU when the university 

was founded. Our intention in the shots about the campus was Lo show 

the viewers how the university campus looks. We wanted to convey its 

beauty. 

There is no doubt of the fact that Lindenwood University has 

beautiful buildings which maintain an o lder architecture of the 

nineteenth century. Taking th is fact into consideration, we decided to 
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show the buildings that best represented this architecture. According to 

our point of v iew, the campus's attractive look could be one of the most 

important aspects that prospective students could take into consideration 

to chose Lindenwood as their educational center. 

We included in our video several shots showing students 

interacting. The shots were fi lmed in the library and in the computer lab. 

These places are where the students spend theiT time studying and 

working on research papers. In the voice over, we tiied to tel l about the 

facilities that Lindenwood offers to the students. such as a comfortable 

computer lab that has access to the Internet and World Wide Web. 

We also included shots of the TV studio and radio station in order 

to show other types of facilities that Linden wood offers to their students 

where they can develop their abi lities in their highest potential. The 

students may participate in the operation of the KCLC-FM, through the 

Communication Department. Moreover. an industrial- level television 

facility allows communication students to make corporate videos and 

produce cable telev ision programming. This is an example of the type 

of interesting information to be conveyed through the ideo which. at the 

same time, promotes one of Linden wood's major academic programs. 

The academic programs are one of the most important aspects that 

prospective students look when they want to apply to an pecific 
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university. This fact was enough reason to convince ourse lves that there 

are some categories, such as academic programs-that are inherently 

more significant to the portrayal of a university and, therefore should 

rece1ve a greater amount of time than other potential subjects in the 

video. 

Talcing this tnto consideration, we decided give to the academic 

programs wide coverage within our video. [n order to suppo1t this 

decision, we included after the shots of academic faci lities interviews 

with the former Dean of Business and the Dean of Communication. 

We dedded to perform the interviews with th~m because the 

Business and Communication schools are the programs that have the 

highest percentage of majors at Lindenwood. We tried to keep the 

info1mation that is provides by former Deans of Business brief to avoid 

boring the viewers. 

We did the interview to the former of Dean of Business because 

the current Dean of Business is new in that position and she does not 

know the program very well. The current Dean of Business requested 

that the last Dean of Business be interviewed instead of her because he 

cun-ently has more knowledge about the program than her. 

In order to support information about the classes at Lindenwood 

University and the relationship that tbe students can establish with their 
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professor, we include an interview with a student. That interview 

support our point of view about the professors and classes at 

Lindenwood University wbich are small enough to let the students 

interact with their professor. We include for that voice over a long shot 

of a classroom wbile the professor is teaching, and after that shot we 

include a medium shot of one of the students participating during the 

class. 

To keep a sense of movement and to convey some of the social 

activities avai !able, we include shots about athletic events such as soccer, 

volleyball and basketball game in order to persuade the viewer that 

Lindenwood offers to students the oppmtunjty to participate in various 

sports teams. We also include long and medium shots about the cafeteria 

showing social events in order to display the students interacting and 

having a good time. We also included shots of the ca feteria for the 

viewers to have an impression of the comfort that Lindenwood offers ro 

their students. 

We talk about the local attractions in Lindenwood's surrounding 

region; among them we include various recreation attractions that the 

students can visit in their free time such the Zoo. the Botanical garden. 

and the famous Arch. We also include different shots about Saint 

Charles county where Lindenwood University is located. We show 
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views of little stores and restaurant located on Main Street. one of the 

tourist attractions in Saint Charles. a historic city which was Missouri 's 

first capital and the staging area for the Lewis and Clark expedit ion, 

with the intention to persuade the viewer that Lindenwood is located in a 

nice place which they can enjoy in their free lime. 

Finally, the video ends \J ith various types of shots which include 

long, medium, and close shots, showing the commencement ceremony. 

We dec.ide to include these shots for the end because this is a very 

emotional and triumphant culminating movement in a student's life. 

After these shots we include visual information regarding how the 

prospective students can know more about the univers ity. 

Weaknesses of the Video 

In order to ensure adequate research following this thes is. il is 

necessary to discuss some problems that arose during the video editing 

process. 

Our first intention was to create a promotional video that could 

g ive a simple profile of Lindenwood njvers ity. However. during the 

development of our research we found many obstacles that limited our 

initial capacity to create a "perfect video'·. In a few \J ords. many of our 

initial ideas were discarded because they could not be accomplished 

g iven the reality that were facing at that moment. 
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ln order to be c lear, it is important to s tate that it is normal that in 

the whole process of creat ing a v ideo some dif ficul t ies arise thal we 

cannot control because they are out of our hands. In ouJ· spec i tic case. 

these inconveni.ent and uncooperative elements were weather, technical 

problems and tecbnologic limitations. 

Having access to the right equipment at the right ti me was one 

major problems. We had to ask for the equipment at least t'.1/0 days 

ahead of use. We on several occasions. our intentions to take the best 

shots were cancelled because the day was not "appropriate·· Lo do it. 

Thus, c loudy days or in the worst of the cases, raining and stormy days 

become our worst nightmare. 

As strange as it may seem, our wishes to take shots were 

determined by the forecast. Sometimes we delayed reserving equipment 

based on weather forecast, only to see them prove \;\,rrong. bu t our 

schedule was still pushed back. 

Although, there is no doubt of the fact that Lindenwood 

University is making great efforts to acquire more and better equipmen l. 

at this moment the univers ity, which has a rapid ly grow i11g student body. 

lacks enough equipment to meet students demands. A few ti mes. when 

we required the equipment. it was not avai lable at that moment, and that 

meant a delay production. 
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Another unforeseen limitation that developed was that as 

international students. we did not have a transportation medium at our 

disposal 24 hours per day to carry out the equipment. We had a hard 

time trying to catry out the heavy equipment when we had to move from 

a site to another one. It was even harder when we had to film off 

campus, especially when we did the Main Street shots. 

Another difficult situation that we had to face was in regard to 

technical problems. Once we asked for a tripod, but when we were 

going to use it we realized that it was broken. Due to time limitations 

and lack of enough tripods we had no option but to make shots without a 

tripod, that would have better with one, resulted in "jumping shots". 

The batteries also represented a problem. For example. these 

have a durabili ty of approximately of two hours of continuous use and 

we could ask just for two batteries, which means that during a day of 

shooting we could use the batteries ai·mmd four hours. More usage 

enta iled approximately one hours recharging the batteries, then us ing 

them four more hours. The process was cumbersome and exhausting. 

Our recording camera did not have auto-focus. so that means we 

bad to focus the lens manually. Sometimes. when we did the focus 

manually, the shots th.rough the lens of the camera seemed to have good 

focus but when we could see the shot in the TY screen. they looked 
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blurry. Whether it was faulty equipment or technique, the results were 

not what we had hoped for. 

The editing equipment that Lindenwood owns is very s imple, not 

at all sophisticated which represented to us some limitation, especially 

with our ideas for video special effects that would make a big difference 

in the visual content of the video. Coupled with this. the quality of the 

video was often lost while we are doiJ1g ed ition. This is due to the 

endless number of time that the video is rewound in editing and viewing, 

and the wear and tear on the equipment. 

Despite of all the obstacles that we encountered during the video 

editing process, the promotional video was designed fo llowing e ery 

single step of the editing process- pre-production, production and post

production. Therefore, we hope this video would prove useful for the 

unjversity in order for the institution to promote itself in other countries. 

as well as for the academic development of Li ndenwood niversity. 

Even though the problems, headaches, and frustration, making the 

video was a valuable learning experience because each time that we 

made a mistake when handl ing the editing machine and the video camera 

to make the same mistake once. 
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Making a ideo to promote a in titution ha c been a very 

interesting part of Lhe communication process. becaust: ,, l! h,we to learn 

what is the best way to get the v iewer' s attention. 
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